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Williams, Bert (12 Nov. 1874-4 Mar. 1922), and George Walker (1873-6 Jan. 1911),
stage entertainers, were born, respectively, Egbert Austin Williams in Nassau, the
Bahamas, and George Williams Walker in Lawrence, Kansas. Williams was the son of
Frederick Williams, Jr., a waiter, and Julia Monceur. Walker was the son of "Nash"
Walker, a policeman; his mother's name is unknown. Williams moved with his family to
Riverside, California, in 1885 and attended Riverside High School. Walker began
performing "darkey" material for traveling medicine shows during his boyhood and left
Kansas with Dr. Waite's medicine show. In 1893 the two met in San Francisco, where
they first worked together in Martin and Selig's Minstrels.
To compete in the crowded field of mostly white blackface performers, "Walker and
Williams," as they were originally known, subtitled their act "The Two Real Coons."
Walker developed a fast-talking, city hustler persona, straight man to Williams's
slow-witted, woeful bumbler. Williams, who was light-skinned, used blackface makeup
on stage, noting that "it was not until I was able to see myself as another person that my
sense of humor developed." An unlikely engagement in the unsuccessful Victor Herbert
operetta The Gold Bug brought Williams and Walker to New York in 1896, but the duo
won critical acclaim and rose quickly through the ranks of vaudeville, eventually playing
Koster and Bial's famed New York theater. During this run they added a sensational
cakewalk dance finale to the act, cinching popular success. Walker performed
exceptionally graceful and complex dance variations, while Williams clowned through an
inept parody of Walker's steps. Aida Reed Overton, who later become a noteworthy
dancer and choreographer in her own right, was hired as Walker's cakewalk partner in
1897 and became his wife in 1899. They had no children. The act brought the cakewalk
to the height of its popularity, and Williams and Walker subsequently toured the eastern
seaboard and performed a week at the Empire Theatre in London in April 1897.
Vaudeville typically used stereotyped ethnic characterizations as humor, and Williams
and Walker developed a "coon" act without peer in the industry. For the 1898 season, the
African-American composer Will Marion Cook and the noted poet Paul Laurence Dunbar
created Senegambian Carnival for the duo, the first in a series of entertainments featuring
African Americans that eventually played New York. A Lucky Coon (1898), The Policy
Players (1899), and Sons of Ham (1900) were basically vaudeville acts connected by
Williams and Walker's patter. In 1901 they began recording their ragtime stage hits for the
Victor label. Their popularity spread, and the 18 February 1903 Broadway premiere of In
Dahomey was considered the first fully realized musical comedy performed by an
all-black company.
Williams and Walker led the In Dahomey cast of fifty as Shylock Homestead and
Rareback Pinkerton, two confidence men out to defraud a party of would-be African
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colonizers. Its three acts included a number of dances, vocal choruses, specialty acts, and
a grand cakewalk sequence. Critics cited Williams's performance of "I'm a Jonah Man," a
hard-luck song by Alex Rogers, as a high point of the hit show. In Dahomey toured
England and Scotland, with a command performance at Buckingham Palace arranged for
the ninth birthday of King Edward VII's grandson David. The cakewalk became the rage
of fashionable English society, and company members worked as private dance
instructors both abroad and when they returned home.
Williams composed more than seventy songs in his lifetime. "Nobody," the most famous
of these, was introduced to the popular stage in 1905:
When life seems full of clouds and rain,
And I am filled with naught but pain,
Who soothes my thumping, bumping brain?
Nobody!
The sense of pathos lurking behind Williams's plaintive delivery was not lost on his
audience. Walker gained fame performing boastful, danceable struts, such as the 1906
"It's Hard to Find a King Like Me" and his signature song, "Bon Bon Buddie, the
Chocolate Drop," introduced in 1907. During this period Williams and Walker signed
their substantial music publishing rights with the black-owned Attucks Music Publishing
Company.
Walker, who was more business-minded than Williams, controlled production details of
the 1906 Abyssinia and the 1907 Bandanna Land. Walker demanded that these
"all-Negro" productions play only in first-class theaters. His hard business tactics worked,
and Williams and Walker played several theaters that had previously barred black
performers. In 1908, at the height of their success, the duo were founding members of
The Frogs, a charitable and social organization of black theatrical celebrities. Other
members included composers Bob Cole and J. Rosamond Johnson, bandleader James
Reese Europe, and writer/directors Alex Rogers and Jesse Shipp.
During the tour of Bandanna Land, Walker succumbed to general paresis, an advanced
stage of syphilis. He retired from the stage in February 1909. Aida Walker took over his
songs and dances, and the book scenes were rewritten for Williams to play alone. Walker
died in Islip, New York.
Williams continued doing blackface and attempted to produce the 1909 Mr. Lode of Koal
without Walker. His attention to business details languished, and the show failed.
Williams's performances, however, received significant critical praise, and he gained
stature as "an artist of pantomime" and "a comic genius." In 1910 he joined Florenz
Ziegfeld's Follies. He told the New York Age (1 Dec. 1910) that "the colored show
business--that is colored musical shows--is at the low ebb just now. I reached the
conclusion last spring that I could best represent my race by doing pioneer work. It was
far better to have joined a large white show than to have starred in a colored show,
considering conditions."
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Williams was aware of the potential for racial backlash from his white audience and
insisted on a contract clause stating that he would at no time appear on stage with any of
the scantily clad women in the Follies chorus. His celebrity advanced, and he became the
star attraction of the Follies for some eight seasons, leaving the show twice, in 1913 and
1918, to spend time with his family and to headline in vaudeville. His overwhelming
success prompted educator Booker T. Washington to quip, "Bert Williams has done more
for the race than I have. He has smiled his way into people's hearts. I have been obliged
to fight my way."
An Actor's Equity strike troubled Ziegfeld's 1919 edition of the Follies, and Williams,
who had never been asked or allowed to join the union because of his African ancestry,
left the show. In 1920 he and Eddie Cantor headlined Rufus and George Lemaire's
short-lived Broadway Brevities. In 1921 the Shuberts financed a musical, Under the
Bamboo Tree, to star Williams with an otherwise all-white cast. The show opened in
Cincinnati, Ohio, but in February 1922 Williams succumbed to pneumonia, complicated
by heart problems, and died the next month in New York City. In 1900 he had married
Charlotte Louise Johnson; they had no children.
Although Williams's stage career solidified the stereotype of the "shiftless darkey," his
unique talent at pantomime and the hard work he put into it was indisputable. In his
famous poker game sketch, filmed in the 1916 short A Natural Born Gambler, Williams
enacted a four-handed imaginary game without benefit of props or partners. His cache of
comic stories, popularized in his solo vaudeville and Ziegfeld Follies appearances, were
drawn largely from African-American folk humor, which Williams and Alex Rogers duly
noted and collected for their shows. Williams collected an extensive library and wrote
frequently for the black press and theatrical publications.
The commercial success of Williams and Walker proved that large audiences would pay
to see black performers. Tall and light-skinned Williams, in blackface and ill-fitting
tatters, contrasted perfectly with short, dark-skinned, dandyish Walker. Their cakewalks
revived widespread interest in African-American dance styles. Their successful business
operations, responsible for a "$2,300 a week" payroll in 1908, encouraged black
participation in mainstream show business. The Chicago Defender (11 Mar. 1922) called
them "the greatest Negro team of actors who ever lived and the most popular pair of
comedy stars America has produced."
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excellent annotated bibliography and an appendix of Williams's musical compositions.
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